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M
icrowave fi lters and multiplexers 
fi nd wide application in all types of 
electronic systems such as wireless 
base stations and communication 
satellites. Starting from given spec-

ifi cations, it is often a long journey for a designer to 
reach the fi nal design of a typical fi lter or multiplexer. 
We characterize this journey in fi ve levels of design as 
illustrated in Figure 1:

1) mathematical approximation
2) L, C, R or coupling matrix [M]
3) distributed circuits

4) physical dimensions
5) optimization.

The very first level is the mathematical level. In this 
level, the ideal filter function is approximated math-
ematically for desired response shape using, for exam-
ple, the very famous Chebyshev (seen in the stamp 
in Figure 1) polynomials. The rational polynomials of 
filter transfer and reflection functions can be derived 
from the selected filter function and design specifica-
tions using various polynomial synthesis techniques. 
In the second level, electrical circuit components such 
as L, C, R, and the filter’s coupling matrix are related to 
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the rational polynomials. The correlations between the 
synthesized network and distributed structures used 
in high-frequency applications, such as transmission 
lines, are determined in the third level. Knowledge of 
the correlation facilitates the computation of all physi-
cal dimensions of the actual hardware in the fourth 
level of filter design. Finally, in the fifth level, the over-
all design is often optimized parametrically. 

Full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation plays 
a very important role in the last two levels of design. 
However, the final level of design optimization is 
not limited to the EM simulation level only. Filter 
and multiplexer design is a trade-off of numerous 
factors. Some are obvious, such as electrical per-
formance, volume, mass, spurious modes, and cost, 
while others tend to get overlooked, such as tuning 
range, achievable bandwidth, unwanted coupling, 
sensitivities, and power-handling capabilities. The 
goal of optimization can be generally regarded as 
finding the optimal solution satisfying all specifica-
tions. Iterations involving a few levels may be neces-
sary when design issues are identified at later stages. 
Models associated with each level can be combined 
depending on the complexity of the problem. Multi-
plexers are good examples because the model is usu-
ally a combination of coupling matrices, distributed 
circuit elements and EM simulations. Furthermore, 
an experienced designer may jump into a design 
from any one of the five levels, or take a shortcut and 
bypass certain levels.

There exists a vast body of literature on filter and 
multiplexer design methodologies [1], [2]. Good 
overviews can be found in [3] and [4]. We can gen-
erally categorize these methods as synthesis-based, 
optimization-based, or a combination of both. Syn-
thesis-based techniques are often fast, provide physi-
cal insight, may give the optimum solution, and are 
numerically efficient. However, it can be difficult to 
find the proper formulation for every problem to solve. 

Synthesis-based design is also limited by the fact that 
the topology is fixed in order for many synthesis pro-
cesses to start. 

Optimization-based design, on the other hand, may 
be less theoretical and is easily formulated. A prop-
erly defined optimization problem may lead to a bet-
ter solution which is also nonconventional. However, 
optimization may take longer to find a solution and 
the solution may be nonunique. A brute force appli-
cation of optimization, for example by defining a cost 
function based on specification and feeding it to an 
optimizer, is rarely successful. 

As powerful computers and computation tools are 
readily available, the current trend is to combine syn-
thesis and optimization techniques. The rationale for 
optimization is, first of all, to compensate for the limita-
tions of synthesis. As filter and/or multiplexer functions 
are getting more complex, it is less likely that analytical 
synthesis alone is sufficient for real practical problems. 
Another very important reason for optimization is the 
endless number of possibilities that optimization results 
can provide. An intelligent application of optimization 
techniques can open up many opportunities. 

This article will focus on advanced techniques in fil-
ter and multiplexer synthesis by optimization. Although 
the word “optimization” only shows up in the last level 
of filter design, it is what completes the full circle of a 
design procedure. From rational functions, coupling 
matrices (or L and C values), physical dimensions, to 
computer-aided tuning, optimization has been applied 
in almost all aspects in a design. The article is organized 
according to the above different levels of design. Opti-
mization techniques specific to each design level are 
discussed together with practical applications. Because 
of the broad nature of the subject, the techniques dis-
cussed in this article are by no means complete but 
rather examples of emerging technologies where opti-
mization plays an essential role. Our concentration is 
on designs with narrow to moderate bandwidth, since 
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they are of great interest in practical applications and 
the design trade-off between factors such as in-band 
and out-of-band performance is increasingly more criti-
cal and less tolerant as the bandwidth reduces.

Optimization in Rational 
Polynomial Synthesis
Conventional filter polynomials are derived by syn-
thesis, which can be found in [1]–[2]. In this section, 
we will look at the special example using adaptive pre-
distortion technique, where optimization is applied in 
the synthesis of rational polynomials. 

A filter that is realized with resonators having low 
quality factors 1Q 2  is less selective and exhibits more 
rounded band-edge performance compared to a fil-
ter with high Q resonators. Resonator Q is, in general, 
proportional to its size. In order to increase Q, which, 
in turn, results in an improvement in filter parameters 
such as insertion loss, the filter grows in size and mass 
or a switch to a more expensive technology for high 
Q resonators may be necessary. In order to flatten the 
loss of the filter over frequency without increasing the 
size and mass, earlier predistortion techniques [5]–[6] 
move the transmission poles of the filter function by a 

fixed amount. However, the insertion and return losses 
severely deteriorate. In a recent advancement in this 
technique [7], an adaptive predistortion method applied 
adaptive correction factors to the transmission poles of 
the filter function polynomial. This technique leads to 
improvement in insertion loss and group delay equal-
ization and permits a filter that is implemented in lower 
Q technology to emulate the performance of a higher Q 
counterpart. More importantly, the optimization goes 
beyond satisfying filter specifications and results in sig-
nificant system level performance improvement.

The transfer function of a filter is given by

 S215
D 1s 2

E 1s 2
, (1)

 E 1s 2 5 c 1s2 p1 2 1s2 p2 2 .... 1s2 pn 2 , (2)

where c is a constant and the transmission pole pi 
is the ith root of E 1s 2 . When the dissipation factor 
r5CF/ 1Q 3 BW 2  is included to model loss, 

 E 1s 2 5 c 3s2 1p12 r 2 4.... 3s2 1pn2 r 2 4, (3)

where CF is the center frequency and BW is the band-
width. In the predistortion techniques in [5] and [6] 
the transmission poles are moved toward the jv axis 
by a fixed amount, that is, r, to combat the effect of 
the  dissipation factor. The adaptive predistortion 
approach in [7] applies adaptive correction terms ai 
1 i5 1, 2, c, n 2  instead so that

Figure 1. Five levels of filter design. 
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Starting from given specifications, it 
is often a long journey for a designer 
to reach the final design of a typical 
filter or multiplexer.
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 E 1s 25c 3s2 1p12 r1 a1 2 4.... 3s2 1pn2r1 an 2 4 (4)

The adaptive correction terms ai are arbitrary as long 
as all zeros of E 1s 2  are in the left half of complex plane:

 real 3pi2 r1 ai 4 , 0 (5)

If we denote the filter response S21 as F 1s 2  and the 
response requirement as R 1s 2 , an optimization prob-
lem can be formulated by 

 min 0 F 1s 2 2R 1s 2 0 , (6)

ai can be subsequently found using an optimization 
method such as a least square estimate under the con-
straint of (5). A new set of roots of E 1s 2  is obtained as

 ti5 pi1 ai.  (7)

The final filter function 

 S21 1s 2 5
D 1s 2

E r 1s 2
, (8)

where

 E r 1s 2 5 c 1s2 t1 2 1s2 t2 2 .... 1s2 tn 2 . (9)

Adaptive predistortion techniques result in much 
lower insertion loss, despite the use of low Q resona-
tors, while improving other parameters such as loss 
variation compared to earlier techniques in [5] and [6]. 
Adaptive predistortion, therefore, finds application in 
low-power applications such as the input multiplexer 
(IMUX) assemblies of communication satellite tran-
sponders. For example, it has been demonstrated that 
applying the predistortion technique to a very low 
Q filter 1,3,000 2  C band IMUX filter we can achieve 
an equivalent Q of .20,000, while providing a more 
than 3 to 1 reduction in mass and volume over current 
C-band (3.4–4.5 GHz) single-mode dielectric resonator 
filters. The additional insertion loss introduced is only 
4 dB. The term “equivalent 
(or effective) Q” is used to 
indicate that the filter trans-
mission response, except for 
the absolute insertion loss, is 
comparable to a filter imple-
mented at that Q level. 

The key to the significant 
performance improvement is 
the introduction of adaptive 
predistortion terms, which 
are the solutions to a  properly 
defined optimization problem. 
Even more significantly, opti-
mization does not stop at the 
filter level. It is further proven 

that, on a system level, the technique can be used to 
improve the overall channel throughput by increasing 
the usable passband, in terms of both amplitude and 
group delay, of the transponder used in communication 
satellites. 

A typical satellite communication system using 
a series of filters is simplified and illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 [7], [8]. Besides the applications in the first fil-
ter (IMUX) after the uplink antenna and the receiver 
(RCVR), the adaptive predistortion can also be used 
to shape the IMUX filter to complement and hence 
compensate the output multiplexer (OMUX) passband 
response, without compromising the channel perfor-
mance constraints, especially isolation. Note that the 
predistortion techniques cannot be used for OMUX 
since any extra insertion loss introduced by predis-
tortion will cause significant power loss, dissipation 
and reduction in satellite effective isotropic radiated 
power (EIRP). In order to improve the overall system 
performance, the exact same steps in adaptive predis-
tortion technique can be used except that the optimi-
zation problem is redefined. In (6) the response F 1s 2  
is the cascaded S parameter matrix of IMUX with the 
S parameter matrix of the OMUX and R 1s 2  is set to be 
the overall channel requirement.

Based on the OMUX filter response, which is kept 
constant, the transfer function of the over-compen-
sated adaptively predistortion IMUX filter is estimated 
to achieve the desired performance of the combined 
filters. The poles of the estimated transfer function of 
the IMUX filter are calculated and optimized until the 
overall channel performance is sufficiently close to 
the desired transfer function. This leads to so-called 
over-predistortion of the IMUX, or OMUX matching. 
The meaning of “over-predistortion” will become clear 
later with a view of the response of the IMUX filter. 

The current technology amplitude responses of 
27 MHz, 12–18 GHz, Ku band IMUX and OMUX fil-
ters are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from the 
combined channel response, users transmitting near 
the band edge of the channel are disadvantaged in a 

Figure 2. Simplified satellite communication system [7]. SAT: satellite; Gr: receive 
antenna gain; Gt: transmit antenna gain; RCVR: receiver; IMUX: input multiplexer; 
HPA: high-power amplifier; OMUX: output multiplexer; UL: uplink; DL: downlink; 
EIRP: effective isotropic radiated power.
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multicarrier  application because of the variation in 
satellite transponder gain. Figure 4 shows the chan-
nel responses for three different IMUX selections: the 
standard IMUX with dielectric resonator Q of 8,000 

and two predistortion cases. In the first predistortion 
case the IMUX Q is increased from 8,000 to an effective 
Q of 20,000. In the second predistortion case, the IMUX 
filter is over-predistorted to match the OMUX and the 
maximum insertion loss is constrained to match the 
effective Q case. It can be seen that the OMUX match-
ing predistortion technique can significantly enhance 
the transponder gain response. The channel group 
delay responses are also improved as demonstrated in 
[7]. The IMUX responses are compared in Figure 5. The 
predistorted IMUX with OMUX matching has a non-
uniform passband response and shows bumps at the 
band edges, and hence the word “overpredistortion.” 

In summary, the adaptive predistortion technique 
can be used to improve the overall transponder pass-
band response, both in amplitude and group delay, 
because it allows independent control of amplitude 
and group delay. The approach is most effective with 
narrowband channels, with fractional bandwidths less 
than 0.5%. Such narrow bandwidths are common at 
Ku-band and higher. For example, for 27 MHz channel 
bandwidths at Ku band, such as those in the Anik F 
series of spacecraft, the usable transponder bandwidth 
can be improved by as much as 18% at the 1 dB band-
width point. In the authors’ view, this problem can’t be 
solved by direct synthesis due to its complexity.

Optimization in Circuit Level Design
On this level of design, a filter can be represented 
by lumped-element inductors, capacitors and resis-
tors, or a coupling matrix. The couple matrix model 
is composed of lumped-element resonators and trans-
formers, which provide inter-resonator couplings [9]. 
Hypothetical frequency-invariant reactive (FIR) ele-
ments are later included to represent offsets in the 
resonant frequencies of asynchronously tuned filters 
[2]. By incorporating matrix operations, a coupling 
matrix model simplifies synthesis and simulation of 
advanced filter topologies. It also facilitates the study 
of the characteristics of individual element in the cir-
cuit, for instance the Q factor of each resonator. We 
will take a look at the application of optimization in 
coupling matrix synthesis, as coupling matrix has 
become the most widely used design tool [2], [4]. 

Once the rational polynomials of filter functions 
are available, the coupling matrix can be generated 
through synthesis or by optimization. The synthesis 
procedure begins from the calculation of a canoni-
cal coupling matrix. The matrix can be subsequently 
reconfigured through a sequence of similarity transfor-
mations, or matrix rotations, to reach a desired topol-
ogy. However the selection of pivot, rotation angles, 
and the sequence of matrix rotations are not always 
known. For arbitrary filter topology, e.g. to satisfy spe-
cific packaging requirement, a synthesis method does 
not exist. A powerful optimization based method for 
Nth order filter with N2 2 transmission zeros in [10] Figure 5. Input multiplexer passband response. 
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is considered very effective. The  starting matrix MP, or 
topology, is a canonical prototype obtained by synthe-
sis. The resulting matrix M after a sequence of matrix 
rotations is expressed as 

M5 1R23
# R24

#
c

# RN22,N21 2

 # MP # 1  Rt
N22,N21 #…#Rt

24
# Rt

232 , (10)

where Rij 1u 2  is the rotation matrix with pivot 1 i, j 2  and 
angle u [2]. The unknowns here are the rotation angles
1u1, u1, c, um 2 . The maximum number of indepen-
dent rotations is m5N 1N2 1 2 /2.

The purpose of similarity transformations is to 
eliminate cross-couplings that are unwanted in the 
desired topology, that is, to enforce Mkl5 0 in the 
final coupling matrix. The cost function is therefore 
defined as

 U5 a
k, l
0Mk  l 0

2. (11)

Numerical solutions are found using the Gauss-New-
ton method to minimize the cost function.

On the other hand, similarity transforms can be com-
pletely eliminated using an alternative approach. The 
desired topology can be obtained by performing opti-
mization directly on the coupling values as presented 
in [11]. The cost function is defined at the poles and 
zeros of the characteristic function to ensure fast con-
vergence. The coupling matrix is obtained by minimiz-
ing the error function using a standard unconstrained 
gradient optimization technique. In [12], the cost func-
tion is further modified and the analytical expressions 
of the gradient of the scattering parameters are derived 
for obtaining the coupling matrix enforcing the given 
topology through optimization.

Maximizing Benefi t from High Q 
Resonators by Optimization
Besides the general considerations involved in the 
optimization of a design, there are many other practi-
cal issues which are less obvious but, nonetheless, just 
as important. As an example, we look at the effects of 
individual resonator Q factor, which can be readily 
included in a coupling matrix model. 

Conventionally, filters are designed using resona-
tors having equal or similar Q factors, which largely 
depend on the technology of choice and the size of the 
resonators. However, there are cases where resonators 
with different Q factors can help to optimize filter per-
formance. For example, when there are practical con-
straints such as a specific layout requirement or cost, 
the designer may face a question as where to sacrifice Q 
while maintaining the filter shape or performance to the 
largest extent. It is known within the filter community 
that, except for the absolute insertion loss, filter shape 
is less sensitive to the loss of the first and last resona-
tors, while the resonators in the center are more critical. 
A rigorous study of the effect of component Q distribu-

tion can be found in [13]. First-order approximations 
of insertion loss and group delay are derived for all-
pole filters and the effect of each individual resonator is 
analyzed over the filter passband. Comparisons show 
that deviation from ideal caused by the lossy compo-
nents in the first and the last stages is less significant 
and more uniformly distributed across the passband. 
The lossy elements closer to the middle stage will cause 
more severe rounding effect at the band edge. A bell-
shaped Q distribution is therefore recommended for 
optimization of the passband response.

The concept can be extended to cross-coupled filters 
as well. A nine-pole filter with asymmetric transmis-
sion zeros is shown in Figure 6(a). The filter is centered 
at 1.8 GHz with a 35 MHz bandwidth. Three cases are 
compared. In the first one, all resonators are assumed 
to have a Q of 20,000. Next, the first and ninth resona-
tors’ Q factor is reduced to Q15Q95 4,000, while all 
other resonators remain the same. From the passband 
response in Figure 6(b) it is seen that, although the inser-
tion loss is increased as expected, there is no noticeable 
degradation in loss variation across the passband. In the 
third case, the fifth resonator, that is, the center resona-
tor, has a low Q factor with Q55 4,000 and other resona-
tors all have a Q of 20,000. As shown in Figure 6(b), the 
negative effect at the band edge is quite significant, even 
though there is only one low-Q resonator in this case.

Next we look at the effect of Q on asynchronously 
tuned filters. A four-pole filter with two symmetric 
transmission zeros is used as an example. The filter is 
centered at 4 GHz with a 36 MHz bandwidth. The pair 
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of transmission zeros can be conveniently realized 
using the coupling and routing schematic in Figure 
7(a) with cross coupling M14 between resonators 1 and 
4. The resulting coupling matrix 1N1 2 2  is 

 3M 45 F 0 1.068 0 0 0 0
1.068 0 0.911 0 20.197 0

0 0.911 0 0.799 0 0
0 0 0.799 0 0.911 0
0 20.197 0 0.911 0 1.068
0 0 0 0 1.068 0

V.

All resonators are synchronously tuned as
Mii5 0 1 i5 1, c, 4 2 . 

Alternatively, the two transmission zeros can be 
realized with two trisections as shown in Figure 7(b). 
The coupling matrix is

 

3M 45 F 0 0.922 20.538 0 0 0
0.922 0.877 0.656 0 0 0
20.583 0.656 20.326 0.776 0 0

0 0 0.776 0.326 0.656 0.538
0 0 0 0.656 20.877 0.922
0 0 0 0.538 0.922 0

V.

Although the filter response remains the same, the reso-
nators are asynchronously tuned for this topology, e.g., 
M44520.877. A negative value of Mii denotes that the 
resonance frequency of the ith resonator is above filter 
center frequency. We compare the following cases: 

 • synchronously tuned filter [Figure 7(a)]:
•Case (1): Q15Q25Q35Q45 4,000
•Case (2): Q15Q25Q35 4,000 and Q45 20,000
 • asynchronously tuned filter [Figure 7(b)]:
•Case (3): Q1 5Q2 5Q3 5Q4 5 4,000
•Case (4): Q15Q2 5Q35 4,000 and Q45 20,000
•Case (5): Q25Q3 5Q45 4,000  and Q15 20,000.

A close look at the passband responses in Figure 8(a) 
shows that for the synchronously tuned filter, increas-
ing the Q of the last resonator results in an improve-
ment of insertion loss while the shape of the response 
remains practically unchanged. This is consistent 
with our previous discussion. On the other hand, for 
the asynchronously tuned filter, an increase in the Q 
of the last resonator has a significant impact on the 
passband response, as shown in Figure 8(b). The loss 
variation flatness on the high end of the band edge 
is much improved. The reason is that the last resona-
tor’s resonance frequency is the closest to the high end 
of the band edge. A boost of the Q factor, thus, has a 
strong pulling effect on the shape of the passband on 
the high frequency side of the passband. This is also 
demonstrated in case five, where the Q of the first 
resonator is increased. The low end of the band edge 
is much sharper, since M115 0.877 and the resonance 
frequency of the first resonator is, therefore, the closest 
to the low end of the passband.

This example further demonstrates that among 
other considerations, such as ease of realizing the cou-
pling values, sensitivity to coupling structures, and 
creation of spurious modes, the choice of topology may 
also affect the sensitivity of filter response to resonator 
Q factors. 

Distributed Circuit Design 
with Application of Optimization
Microwave filters and multiplexers are inevitably 
designed with distributed circuits, such as planar and 
coaxial transmission lines and waveguides, since the 
circuit elements are comparable to the wavelength of 
operation in such high frequency applications. Filters 
can be modeled using either distributed circuit models 
or by incorporating dispersion characteristics into cir-
cuit models such as the coupling matrix.  Multichannel 

Figure 8. A four-pole filter realized with different coupling 
matrices. The isolation response: (a) synchronously tuned 
and (b) asynchronously tuned. 
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networks on the other hand are more conveniently 
modeled with a combination of distributed circuits 
and coupling matrices. 

In this section, we consider multiplexer synthesis 
by optimization. A conventional multiplexer configu-
ration intended for space application is shown in Fig-
ure 9. Channel filters are connected to the manifold 
through coaxial transmission lines or waveguides. The 
manifold is short circuited at one end and the other 
end is the output common port. The structure is mod-
eled using EM-simulated S parameters of the actual 
junctions connected to distributed circuit models of 
the interconnecting transmission lines and coupling 
matrices of channel filters [14]. 

A diplexer is a special case with Nc5 2 and a short-
circuited section having zero length (also called a star 
junction). Common design techniques employ both 
synthesis and optimization [15]. Design of multiplex-
ing networks (with channel numbers greater than two) 
is even more challenging due to the large number of 
design variables often involved [16]–[18]. The trend 
today is to utilize optimization to take into account the 
interactions between channel filters and enable chan-
nel performance close to a stand-alone filter [2], [19]. 
An effective optimization strategy is essential to guar-
antee convergence to an optimal solution. 

As outlined in [19], channel filters are initially syn-
thesized to approximately meet insertion loss and 
rejection requirements. For noncontiguous multiplex-
ers, doubly terminated coupling matrices are used; 
while for contiguous multiplexers, singly terminated 
matrices are applied. Initial values of channel-to-
channel spacing and channel filter-to-manifold spac-
ing are chosen to correspond to nlg/2. The distance 
between the short circuit and the first channel is lg/2 
for E-plane T-junction and lg/4 for H-plane T-junction.

Design variables are then selectively tuned dur-
ing different stages of optimization. The procedure 
starts with the optimization of all spacings and leav-
ing all channel coupling values unchanged to reduced 
the number of variables. Once the responses are in 
decent shape, coupling parameters relevant to the first 
few resonators are included in the optimization vari-
ables. Finally all parameters are optimized until the 
improvement of the cost function is below a preset 
threshold. Tuning the elements furthest away from the 
manifold is less effective during the last stage of opti-
mization. Iterations and refinements are needed until 
specifications are met. 

Synthesis and Optimization of Enhanced 
Microwave Multiplexing Networks
In conventional design, the manifold is merely consid-
ered as part of a matching network for each channel. Any 
resonances generated by the interconnecting transmis-
sion lines are, in general, to be avoided during design as 
they create unwanted peaks in or near the channel filter 

passband. Recently a new approach that can effectively 
harness the manifold resonances is presented [20], [21]. 
It takes advantage of the connecting transmission line 
structure to form additional resonators for each chan-
nel filter. The distance between channel filters and the 
distance between each channel filter and the manifold 
are determined to ensure that a pole is formed, caus-
ing an additional real reflection zero to be brought into 
the passband of the microwave multiplexing network. 
The channel filter order is therefore increased by one, 
without additional resonators. Significant improvement 
in multiplexer performance can be achieved. More-
over, enhancement in performance is achieved without 
increase of size or weight of the hardware.

The concept can be explained using a multiplexer 
with only one Nth order channel filter connected to the 
manifold, that is, Nc5 1 in Figure 9. In order for the 
structure to behave as an N1 1 order filter, the T-junc-
tion will serve as the first resonator. When an E-plane 
waveguide T-junction is used, the simplified equiva-
lent circuit, ignoring junction effects, consists of two 
waveguide sections in series connection as shown in 
Figure 10, in which the channel filter is replaced with 
a short circuit. When H-plane T-junctions are used, the 
equivalent circuit will be a parallel connection of the 
two waveguide sections. 

The waveguide section with length of l1 can be 
viewed as a coupling element, while the section with 
length of l2 can be used to control the resonant fre-
quency. For synthesis of desired coupling value and 
resonant frequency, it is convenient to use the group 
delay of the common-port return loss, since channel 
filters are usually narrowband for communications 
satellite applications [22]. 

Figure 9. Manifold-coupled multiplexer [20].
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Figure 10. Series connection of two short-circuited 
waveguides [20].
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The group delay of S11 at the resonance frequency fo 
can be estimated using

 t 1 f0 2 5
f0 klg

2

c2cos2u
, (12)

where u 5 bll when k is odd and u 5 kp/22 bll when k 
is even. More accurate lengths of each waveguide sec-
tion can be obtained by taking into account the junction 
effect by using an equivalent circuit of the T-junction 
[23]. Once the desired coupling value (or group delay) 
and resonance frequency are determined, the wave-

guide junction can be used as the first resonator. The 
rest of the filter is then designed following conven-
tional filter design methodology [2]. 

The concept can be extended to a multichannel 
design. However, since it is difficult to derive design 
formulae for multiplexers, a design is obtained, for the 
most part, through optimization. Besides the common-
port return loss and the individual channel transfer 
characteristics, the group delay is used as important 
measure to guide the direction of optimization. The 
initial values of design variables are chosen using 
methods similar to conventional design. The spac-
ings between channel filters and the distance between 
channel filter and the manifold are optimized so that 
proper group delays, or coupling values, are achieved 
in the passband of each channel resulting in extra 
reflection zeros. In this design step, all channels  filters 
can be replaced by short circuits. Single-ended chan-
nel filters are attached to the manifold in the next 
step. All dimensions including channel-to-channel 
spacing, channel filter-to-manifold spacing, and inter-
nal dimensions of the channels filters are optimized 
to meet performance requirement [19]. Although a 
small coupling value or a large group delay results in 
higher level of performance enhancement, large group 
delays are, in general, difficult to obtain. As the num-
ber of channels increases, the group delay should be 
designed to have a relatively low value over the pass-
band of the multiplexer for practical realization. 

We consider a two-channel noncontiguous multi-
plexer with channel filters centered at 12.75 GHz and 
12.53 GHz, respectively, each with 72 MHz bandwidth. 
Both filters are four-pole. Waveguide WR75 E-plane 
T-junctions are used. Figure 11 shows the group delay 
response as the result of the optimization with the 
channel filters replaced with short circuits. Two res-
onances at the corresponding center frequencies of 
the channel filters are clearly shown. The common-
port return loss and the transmission coefficients are 
shown in Figure 12. 

It can be clearly seen that Figure 12(b) of the 
enhanced multiplexing network is essentially a combi-
nation of two five-pole filters, whereas the conventional 
design in Figure 12(a) is essentially a combination of 
two four-pole filters. The improvements in the flatness 
of the transmission coefficients in the passband of each 
channel filter range from 5.2 MHz to 6.9 MHz, which 
represent 7% to 9% improvement of the usable band-
width. A conventional multiplexer with two five-pole 
channel filters is also shown for comparison. Figure 13 
shows the channel two transmission coefficients for the 
three different designs, clearly showing the improve-
ments of the enhanced multiplexer and the similarity 
between the enhanced design and the conventional 
design with five-pole channel filters. The disadvantage 
of a conventional five-pole design is obvious, as the fil-
ter weight and size will increase significantly. 
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Figure 11. The group delay response with the channel 
filters replaced with short circuits for a two-channel 
noncontiguous multiplexer [20].
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For applications in communications satellites, the 
temperature fluctuates over a wide span of values, 
which causes the manifold and channel filters expand 
and contract. The response of the multiplexer is conse-
quently affected. The question is how the multiplexer 
performs under temperature fluctuation as one of the 
channel filter resonators is realized using the manifold 
and may behave differently than other resonators. It 
is found that when the temperature coefficients of the 
channel filter and the manifold are similar the over-
all multiplexer performance shows good stability over 
wide temperature fluctuations. Additionally, study 
shows that the insertion loss of channel filters is in 
general comparable with conventional designs with 
higher order channel filters. 

Synthesis of Physical Dimensions 
Once circuit parameters are available, physical 
dimensions are usually synthesized by dividing the 
filter structure into sections and relating each section 
with the elements in the coupling matrix, or param-
eters in the impedance or admittance inverters. Each 
individual section is simulated with an EM simula-
tor and equivalent-circuit parameters are extracted, 
including the coupling value and insertion phase 
lengths. There are usually only one or two variables 
in the structure. By varying these dimensions, a 
lookup table or curve can be generated from EM data 
relating dimensions to circuit parameters. For design 
automation, especially when there are multiple vari-
ables that are interdependent, a simple optimization 
routine can be used to ensure all coupling values are 
achieved at the same time. 

As an example, we will look at the widely used 
circular waveguide dual-mode filters. An illustration 
of the filter structure is shown in Figure 14. There 
are three types of waveguide junctions in this struc-
ture, namely the input/output (I/O) iris, the inter-
nal cross iris and the coupling and tuning screws. 
The generalized scattering matrix of each junction 
module is calculated using an EM simulation tech-
nique such as the mode-matching method. Coupling 
coefficients, together with other critical filter design 
parameters, are then extracted from the generalized 
scattering matrix. 

For internal coupling iris, the equivalent circuit is 
an impedance inverter having a shunt reactance Xp, 
and a series reactance Xs and insertion phase length 
f/2 on each arm. The following equations relate the S 
parameters from EM simulation to circuit parameters:

 jXs5
12 S121 S11

12 S111 S12
  jXp5

2S12

112 S11 2
22 S12

2 .  (13)

Coupling coefficients and the insertion phase length 
are then calculated through

 f52tan21 12Xp1Xs 2 2 tan21Xs,

 K5 0 tan21 1f/21 tan21Xs 2 0 ,

 M5
2

kp
1l/lg 2

2 # f0

BW
# K, (14)

where K is the impedance value of the inverter, l and 
lg are the free-space and guided-wave wavelength, 
respectively, and the resonator length is klg/2.

For the cross iris in the middle of the filter structure, 
the vertical slot provides sequential coupling 1M23 2  
between the horizontal modes in the first and second 
cavities (mode 2 and mode 3). The horizontal slot pro-
vides cross coupling (M14)  between the vertical modes 
in the first and second cavities (mode 1 and mode 4). S 
parameters S11 and S12 of the two orthogonal modes are 
used to calculate the sequential and cross couplings, 
respectively. The initial values are found by simulating 
a vertical-slot iris and a horizontal-slot iris separately. 
The cross iris is then optimized to provide correct val-
ues for both M23 and M14. The other coupling elements 
can be treated similarly and the resonator lengths are 
subsequently calculated considering the phase loading 
effects from all coupling elements.

The correlations between coupling values and 
physical dimensions can be accurately modeled using 
neural networks, as presented in [24] and [25]. For the 
cross iris structure, the inputs (x) and outputs (y) of the 
neural-network model can be defined as

 x5 3D f0 Lv Lh 4T,

Figure 13. Comparison of the transmission coefficients of 
the conventional and the enhanced multiplexing networks 
for channel 2 [21].
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 y5 3M23 M14 Pv Ph 4T,  (15)

where D is the circular cavity diameter, Lv and Lh are 
the vertical and horizontal coupling slot lengths, and 
Pv and Ph are the loading effects of the coupling iris 
on the two orthogonal modes, respectively. This is 
an example of the so-called forward model since the 
model inputs are physical parameters and outputs are 
electrical parameters. For design purposes, the infor-
mation is processed in the reverse direction, that is, 
the electrical parameters are given and the physical 
parameters are unknowns. Therefore, we formulate 
the inverse model as 

 x5 3D f0 M23 M14 4
T,

 y5 3Lv Lh Pv Ph 4T. (16)

The difficulty in the development of the inverse model 
is the lack of uniqueness in the input-output relation-
ship, that is, two lengths may correspond to the same 
coupling value. A comprehensive model as presented 
in [25] is needed to solve the problem. On the other 
hand, we can develop the forward neural model and 
find the solution by optimization. The forward model 
is evaluated iteratively in order to find the optimal 
solutions of the geometric parameters that can lead to 
a good match between modeled and specified electri-
cal parameters. Once trained, neural network models 
provide a fast and accurate alternative to repetitive EM 
simulation and optimization. 

Optimization in the Last Level of Design
The last level of design optimization usually relies 
on precise full EM simulations of the entire filter 
structure in combination with a circuit model. Direct 
optimization using EM simulation alone can take an 
enormous amount of time and is impractical in gen-
eral. There are several techniques available to deter-
mine the correlations between the parameters in 
the circuit model and the EM-simulated responses. 
Development of these techniques originates from 
computer-aided tuning techniques that are often 
intended for bench tuning. However, the applications 
of computer-aided tuning are not limited to produc-
tion tuning, since the technologies are readily appli-
cable to filter design. 

Early work on computer-aided tuning techniques 
dates back to the 1970s and 1980s [26]–[28]. A practi-
cal system was first developed in early 1990s at COM 
DEV [29]. Driven by the increasing demand for low 
cost and quick delivery in both wireless and satellite 
applications, computer-aided tuning has become a 
research subject of interest especially in recent years. 
There have been numerous publications on this topic 
[22], [29]–[40]. An overview of different techniques 
can be found in [2], where techniques are categorized 
into sequential tuning using group delay of the input 

reflection coefficient [22], tuning based on circuit-
model parameter extraction [29]–[36], tuning using 
poles and zeros of the input reflection coefficient [37], 
time-domain tuning [38], and fuzzy-logic-based tun-
ing [39], [40]. 

Among these techniques, parameter extraction of 
the circuit model has received the most attention. In 
this method, the filter is simulated using a circuit model 
such as the coupling matrix. Parameters of the circuit 
model are extracted from measured filter responses and 
compared to ideal values of the model. The difference 
between ideal and extracted parameters is subsequently 
reduced by adjusting corresponding tuning elements. 
Parameter extraction is therefore the critical step. The 
fact that the measurement data are lossy and noisy adds 
to the difficulty in this step. The algorithm also needs to 
be fast enough for real-time tuning. 

Many methods have been proposed to obtain a cou-
pling matrix from measurement data. The most direct 
method is to compare the S parameters obtained from 
measurement to those from the circuit model at Nf  
sampled frequencies. A cost function can be defined as 

 e 5 a
Nf

a
2

i51
a

2

j51
 
1 0 Si, j

model2 Si, j
measured 0 2 , (17)

and the coupling matrix is obtained through optimi-
zation [2]. However, the results are largely affected 
by the initial values of the S parameters. For highly 
detuned filters, convergence is not guaranteed. A 
sequential parameter extraction procedure is pre-
sented in [30]. The number of variables to optimize 
is reduced by dividing the whole tuning process into 
the tuning of N subfilters for an N pole filter. For each 
subfilter, there are i unshorted resonators and N2 i 
shorted resonators, where i5 1, c, N. In each step, 
parameter extraction only needs to be applied to find 
the parameters of the corresponding unshorted part of 
the subfilter. This procedure therefore helps to allevi-
ate the convergence problem.

Alternatively, indirect methods may be used 
to obtain the polynomials of filter functions first. 
The coupling matrix is then calculated from these 
polynomials. The polynomials can be based on the 
scattering matrix [31] or the admittance matrix [32]. 
In [31], the polynomial coefficients are first found 
from model-based parameter estimation from mea-
sured S parameters. Complex poles and zeros of the 
extracted rational functions of the S parameters are 
obtained in the second step. Derivation of the cou-
pling matrix from known rational polynomials that 
represent filter functions is very similar to the tech-
niques used in coupling matrix synthesis by opti-
mization [11]. However, the cost function needs to 
be modified to include the poles of S11 in order to 
account for the fact that the actual filters are lossy. 
For S11 1s 2 5 F 1s 2 /E 1s 2  and S21 1s 2 5D 1s 2 /E 1s 2 , the cost 
function is defined as
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 e 5 a
N

i51
 
0 F 1Pi 2 0

21 a
NZ

i51
 
0D 1Qi 2 0

21 a
N

i51
 
0E 1Ui 2 0

2, (18)

where Pi  and Qi are zeros of S11 and S21, respectively, 
and Ui  are poles of the S parameters. The last term in 
the cost function is an additional term that helps to 
enhance the robustness of the algorithm. 

The polynomials can also be found using the Cauchy 
method, as presented in [33]. For a low-pass prototype 
with a cross-coupled filter topology, the coefficients of 
S21 1s2  alternate between purely real and purely imagi-
nary as the power of s increases [2]. A modification of 
the classic Cauchy method is introduced to ensure that 
the computed polynomials satisfy this condition. It is 
assumed that the transmission and reflection zeros of 
the filter are not sensitive to loss. The method is veri-
fied to be suitable for filters with low and moderate 
losses. For filters with large losses, [34] presents a tech-
nique based on a complex frequency transformation so 
that a lossy filter (with all resonators having the same 
quality factor) corresponds to a lossless low-pass pro-
totype. The characteristic polynomials and coupling 
matrix can, therefore, be evaluated in a lossless domain 
with well-established techniques.

Many of these computer-aided tuning techniques 
can be directly applied to the design process, where the 
difference is that the measurement data are replaced 
with EM simulations. To this end, optimization tech-
niques based on space-mapping have been proven to 
be very effective for different types of filters [14], [41]–
[44]. Space-mapping optimization combines full-wave 
EM simulation as the fine model with a circuit model 
as the coarse model. It provides a very powerful tool, 
even for complex filter structures. 

Taking the coupling matrix as the circuit model, 
we let the vector m of dimension m represent all the 
coupling elements and let vector d of dimension n con-
tain the filter geometrical dimensions. The mapping 
between the vectors m and d is represented by

 m5 p 1d 2 . (19)

The design parameters d* corresponding to an ideal 
coupling vector m* are determined by solving the non-
linear system of equations 

 p 1d 2 2m*5 0. (20)

The solutions are found iteratively using linear 
approximation 

 m2mi5 Ji 1d2 di 2 , (21) 

where Ji is a matrix representing the Jacobian of p 1d 2
at the ith iteration. The residue r 1d 2 5 p 1d 2 2m* is 
approximated by

 r 1di1 s 2 < r 1di 2 1 Jis. (22)

The optimization step s is obtained by minimizing 
the L2 norm of the residual, subject to bounds on the 
design parameters and a trust region on the step s [14]. 
The problem can be solved by the gradient-projection 
method in [45].

Note that for filter design the ideal coupling values 
(m*) satisfying design specifications are obtained in 
the second level of design, while for multiplexers m* is 
generated by optimization in the third level of design 
as discussed in previous sections. The initial values of 
d are the results from the fourth level of design.

EM-Based Multiplexer Optimization 
When it comes to multiplexer design, global EM simu-
lation is difficult for today’s large-scale multiplexers 
that utilize advanced channel filter technologies such as 
dielectric resonators. Full-wave simulations are gener-
ally limited to channel filters and T-junctions. Even after 
EM-based optimization of channel filters are success-
fully carried out, further steps are sometimes needed to 
account for effects of dispersion and spurious modes. 
For example, the spurious modes of certain channels 
can severely interfere with other channels, especially 
for large-scale multiplexers. Such design issues can 
only be accurately identified through EM simulations 
or measurement. Iterations of optimizations going 
back a few design levels may be necessary and the mul-
tiplexer model may also need to be modified. Spurious 
modes can be incorporated in the multiplexer model 
using an equivalent circuit, as demonstrated in [46] or 
using EM simulated channel responses [14]. The inter-
ference can then be compensated for by optimizing the 
modified multiplexer model. 

We summarize the design procedure as follows:
 • Step 1. Follow the optimization strategies in the 
third level of design (see Figure 1) to obtain mani-
fold parameters and coupling elements of all chan-
nels, which are denoted as ideal couplings (m*).

 • Step 2. Apply the space-mapping technique to 
evaluate the optimal design parameters (d*) of all 
channels that achieve ideal coupling.

 • Step 3. Replace the coupling matrices of all chan-
nels with the corresponding EM simulated S 
parameter sweep block over the multiplexer fre-
quency band. Identify any spurious-mode inter-
ference.

 • Step 4. Reoptimize the modified multiplexer 
model with the spurious-mode interference 
incorporated to meet the required specifications. 

For demonstration, we consider a 19-channel mul-
tiplexer covering 2 GHz in the Ku band (10.7 to 12.7 
GHz) with channel bandwidth less than 0.25%. After 
optimization of each channel filter using space map-
ping, the full EM simulated responses are included 
in the multiplexer model, that is, Step 3 in the design 
procedure. As shown in Figure 15, there is severe dete-
rioration for channels located at the high-frequency 
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end. The cause can be identified by a comparison of 
the circuit model and the EM simulation for indi-
vidual channels. As shown in Figure 16 for a chan-
nel centered at approximately 11 GHz, although there 
is a nearly perfect match between the circuit and EM 
models in and near the passband, the far-out-of-band 
responses are significantly different as the result of a 
spurious mode. This effect is compensated for after 
the reoptimization in Step 4 and results are shown in 
Figure 17. 

Computer-Aided Tuning—the 
Last Mile in Filter Synthesis
Traditionally a designer’s job is done once physical 
parameters are decided. However the journey only 
comes to an end when a fine-tuned piece of hardware 
satisfies all specifications and passes the ultimate test 
on the production line. Because of manufacturing tol-
erances, tuning is, in general, unavoidable even with 
an accurate preproduction full EM optimization. The 
difficulty in tuning increases when the fractional 
bandwidth reduces, more advanced technology is 
used or the filter topology gets more complex. Tun-
ing has always been a major factor in the cost of fil-
ter and multiplexer production. Moreover, effective 
tuning skills can only be acquired through years of 
experience. Computer-aided tuning is, therefore, the 
final missing piece for the filter synthesis journey by 
optimization and an extra design level of its own. The 
basic concept is to use computer simulation algorithms 
to aide a human operator adjusting the filter tuning 
process to give a prescribed performance. It is funda-
mentally an optimization problem. Computer aided 
tuning technique is one of the most important filter 
tools developed in recent years. It has a tremendous 
impact on both development and production of micro-
wave filters. Computer aided tuning transforms filter 
tuning from black magic to child’s play. For certain 
advance filter functions, such as the predistortion of 
the IMUX discussed earlier, computer aided tuning is 
in fact a must for practical implementation.

COM DEV has pioneered the evolution of computer-
aided tuning from being an aid to the lab technician to 
the fully automated RoboCAT. The software was first 
deployed on the company’s production floor in the 
early 90s, although the first publication and demon-
stration did not appear until 2001 [29]. With computer 
aided tuning, the technician was guided through the 
tuning process with instructions on which screws to 
adjust and how far to turn to achieve optimal filter per-
formance. It has quickly become the tuning standard 

Figure 17. The insertion loss (IL) obtained through 
EM simulation of a 19-channel multiplexer after  
reoptimization.
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for the multiplexer product line and had an immediate 
impact on reducing cost and cycle time. The software 
has been continuously enhanced and refined since 
then, and is still being used on production lines today.

While the computer-aided tuning system vastly 
improves the predictability of tuning, it is still a man-
ual process that is not well suited to the higher volume 
production requirements of the marketplace. To deal 
with these high volume product lines, a custom tun-
ing robot capable of enacting fine tuning screw adjust-
ments has been developed [35], [36].

Figure 18 shows a block diagram of an automated 
RoboCAT system. The measurement data from the 
test equipment is sent to the computer where the tun-
ing software resides. The response is diagnosed and 
tuning instructions are communicated to the robot to 
adjust tuning elements. The goal of completely elimi-
nating human interaction has made fully automated 
system far more demanding than computer-aided tun-
ing itself. Besides substantial complications in mechani-
cal issues, the algorithm needs significant overhaul. 
With the introduction of the automated tuning robot, it 
was soon discovered that the original tuning strategy 
was not well suited to machine tuning. There were no 
checks and balances to allow the algorithm to deter-
mine when it had settled on an invalid solution. The 
deficiencies were masked by the intelligence of manual 
operators who were unconsciously helping avoid these 
issues, but became painfully obvious when a machine 
was blindly following the instructions dictated by the 
computer aided tuning engine. Tuning algorithms 
originated from manual techniques have been added. 
An adaptive control algorithm that intelligently selects 
from the myriad algorithms is employed in an effort to 
minimize tuning time while maximizing device con-
sistency. The resulting methodology is a combination 
of real-time parameter extraction, sensitivity analysis, 
automated error vector generation and advanced opti-
mization techniques. 

Pictures of the RoboCAT system are shown in Fig-
ure 19. Figure 20 shows an example of the  measurement 
results of a tuned diplexer at 1.8 GHz (10-3 and 12-3 
filters). The diplexer is tuned within 30 minutes using 
the fully automated tuning system. 

Conclusions
This article outlined several optimization techniques 
applied in different steps of the synthesis of filters and 
multiplexers. The importance of the subject has been 
appreciated by more and more researchers and engi-
neers in this community. As it is impossible to cover 
all technologies available, the objective here is to pro-
voke a broader thinking beyond basic filter synthesis. 
Established computer-aided design methodology is a 
true blend of both synthesis and optimization. In most 
cases, to meet a set of well thought-out specifications, 
the science of filter synthesis and trade-off applies. In 

other cases, the optimization of design is an art which 
creates opportunities and new possibilities.
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